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“The distinguishing of the strata, or layers, in the embryonic membrane was a 
turning-point in the study of the history of evolution, and placed later researches in 

their proper light. A division of the (disc-shaped) embryo into an animal and a plastic 
part first takes place. In the lower part (the plastic or vegetative layer) are a serous 

and a vascular layer, each of peculiar organization. In the upper part, also (the animal 
or serous germ-layer) two layers are clearly distinguishable, 

a flesh-layer and a skin-layer.” 

Karl Ernst von Baer, 1828 
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Abstract 

Knowledge of complex morphogenetic processes that occur during embryonic 
development is essential for understanding anatomy and to get insight in the 
pathogenesis of congenital malformations. Understanding these processes can be 
facilitated by using a three-dimensional (3D) developmental series of human 
embryos, which we aim to create in this project. 

Digital images of serial sections of 34 human embryos of the Carnegie 
Collection between Carnegie stages 7 (15–17 days) and 23 (56–60 days) are used to 
create 3D reconstructions of different organ systems. The software package Amira is 
used to align the sections and to create the 3D reconstructions. 

In this midway evaluation, we show the first results of the atlas, containing 34 
embryos with more than 13.500 manually annotated sections. The 3D models can be 
interactively viewed within a 3D-pdf. This will be the first complete digital 3D human 
embryology atlas of this size, containing all developing organ systems. 

Introduction 

History of visualization and staging  
Around the year 1510 the brilliant researcher and artist Leonardo Da Vinci (1452–1519) 
drew one of the first human fetuses in a uterus (Nicholl 2004; O'Malley, Donald, and 
Saunders 1952; Popham 1946). From the early 19th century onward more and more 
research in this field was performed, using various animal and human embryos as 
study material. Karl von Baer (1792–1876) was one of the founding fathers of 
embryology and he described for the first time the fact that mammals, including 
humans, develop from eggs (von Baer 1828). During his research of the germ layer 
theory, which describes the transformation of the blastula into the three-layered 
gastrula (von Baer 1828; Baxter 1977), he also discovered the notochord, as a first 
rudiment of the spine. Based on his evolutionary theories, von Baer formulated rules 
about differentiation within phylogenetic types, later described as the well-known 
von Baer’s law (von Baer 1828; Russel 1916).  
Another founding father of embryology, Wilhelm His (1831–1904), also known as ‘the 
Vesalius of Embryology’ (O'Rahilly and Müller 1988), invented the first microtome 
permitting much more detailed research on developmental series of human embryos 
(Hopwood 2000). He published his research in three volumes entitled “Anatomie 
menschlicher Embryonen” (Anatomy of human embryos) (His 1880, 1882, 1885) 
between 1880 and 1885 and depicted the developing human embryos in a Normentafel 
(a standard of default developmental stages) (His 1885; O'Rahilly 1988) in 1885 
(Hopwood 2000). To make embryonic development accessible for a broader public, 
His developed a reconstruction method to create wax models based on sections of 
embryos (Buklijas and Hopwood 2012b). His reconstruction method, based on layers 
that resemble the sections, is, in principle comparable with that deployed by modern 
reconstruction techniques used for the digital 3D models.  
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Two younger members of the team of His, Franz Keibel (1861–1929) and Franklin 
Paine Mall (1862–1917), continued and revised his work. Using the Anatomie and the 
Normentafel as a basis (Hopwood 2000), Keibel expanded the Normentafel and 
investigated the normal degree of variation among embryos (Hopwood 2000), while 
Franklin P. Mall founded the Carnegie Collection in 1887 by designating the first 
human embryo, a stage 13 embryo (28–32 days) (Lockett 2001), as Carnegie #1 
("Human Developmental Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health and 
Medicine"  2012). Founding of the Carnegie Collection became official in 1902 
(Buklijas and Hopwood 2012c; O'Rahilly and Müller 1987). In 1913, Mall recruited the 
modeler Osborne O. Heard (1890–1983), who created many detailed reconstructions 
of embryos of the Carnegie Collection in wax (Heard 1931, 1951, 1957; Yamada et al. 
2006; Yamada et al. 2012). Based on these wax models, numerous famous drawings 
by skillful artists like James F. Didusch (1890–1955) have been published since 
(O'Rahilly and Müller 1987).  

In 1914 Mall classified 266 human embryos from 2 to 25mm crown-rump 
length (CRL) into 14 developmental stages, based on their characteristic external 
features (Buklijas and Hopwood 2012a). George L. Streeter (1873–1948), director of 
the Carnegie Collection since 1917, distinguished 23 divisions for the first seven weeks 
and called each stage a horizon. He published this research between 1942 and 1957 
(Streeter 1942). Ronan O’Rahilly, director of the Carnegie Collection since 1973 
("Human Developmental Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health and 
Medicine"  2012) and his wife Fabiola Müller (Morgan 2009), revised the horizons in 
the early 1970s and they introduced the well-known Carnegie Staging (Buklijas and 
Hopwood 2012a).  

A selection of the Carnegie Collection embryos has re-entered the scientific 
scene by the use of digital 3-dimensional reconstructions in the Virtual Human Embryo 
project (Cork and Gasser 2002) by Raymond Gasser and John Cork as well as in the 
project described here. 

Scope of the 3D atlas project 
The development of a human being from a single fertilized egg is a highly complicated 
morphogenetic process, which is difficult to comprehend, but nonetheless, remains 
essential for understanding the human anatomy and to get insight in the pathogenesis 
of many congenital malformations. During their (bio-) medical education, students 
get lectures and study text books on embryology, illustrated by drawings and other 2D 
images and sometimes they even get access to3Dplastic or wax models. Even though 
these tools are important for proper understanding, they fall short in bringing across 
the topography of the developing 3D embryonic structures in a realistic and intuitive 
fashion. The first aim of this project is to provide a three-dimensional (3D) atlas of 
human development, showing the development of all organ systems over time in a 
comprehensible way. Such an atlas should enable students to study the whole embryo 
with all its organs in a 3Ddigital interactive environment and should permit them to 
inspect how different structures relate to each other and how they develop over time. 
Furthermore, the atlas can be used by biomedical researchers and clinicians as an 
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accurate and comprehensive source of information concerning the morphological 
development of the human embryo.  

Several amazingly accurate studies on the development of the human body 
originate from the first half of the previous century or even earlier (von Baer 1828; His 
1880, 1882, 1885; Bailey and Miller 1921). These studies were, of necessity, only 
descriptive. Knowledge on the mechanisms underlying embryonic development came 
from experimental embryology on laboratory animals and the field became 
revolutionized with the advent of molecular biology. This wealth of knowledge often 
was assumed to be directly translatable to the human situation, albeit verification was 
lacking potentially leading to erroneous interpretations (Yamada et al. 2006). As a 
sequel, it gradually became unclear to what extent descriptions on human 
development in current text books are based on original human specimens. Therefore, 
the second aim of our project is to evaluate the published reports on human embryonic 
development by comparing our data with the current literature.  

Materials and Methods 

Specimens 
Serial sections of 34 human embryos between Carnegie stages 7 (15–17 days) and 23 
(56–60 days) were used to create 3D reconstructions of all the different organs and 
organ systems. Two specimens per Carnegie stage were incorporated in this atlas. 
Digital images of a first series of sections from embryos of the Carnegie Collection and 
one embryo from the Cambridge University, were kindly provided by the Computer 
Imaging Laboratory of the Louisiana State University in New Orleans (Cork and 
Gasser 2002) and a stage 20 (51–53 days) embryo of our own collection was captured 
at the Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam. Additional images of a second series 
of sections were captured at the Carnegie Collection at the Human Developmental 
Anatomy Center of the Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington D.C. and 
digital images of one stage 9 (19–20 days) embryo from the Boyd Collection were 
provided by the Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience at the 
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom. Additional information about the 
specimens can be found in table 1. All specimens were staged using Streeter’s original 
classification of embryos (Streeter 1942) and its modified version by O’Rahilly and 
Müller (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987).  

The Carnegie Collection only contains three stage 9 (19–21 days) embryos, all 
of unsatisfactory quality. Specimen number 3709, which was staged as a very early 
stage 10 (21–23 days) with 4 somites, is considered to resemble a late stage 9 based on 
its external features and the number of somites (Cork and Gasser 2002). This 
specimen is used as one of the two stage 9 embryos in this atlas, the other one is a 
specimen from the Boyd Collection of the University of Cambridge.  
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Image acquisition and processing 
Nikon E800 microscopes, equipped with Plan Apo lenses and a Ludl motorized XY-
stage (http://www.ludl.com), were used to capture images of the sections. Image-
Pro Plus 5.1 with Scope-Pro (http://www.mediacy.com) was used for capturing and 
tiling, resulting in image tiles with a resolution of 2000×1600 pixels. Flat field 
correction and stitching was accomplished using Image-Pro Plus 7 and custom 
routines in Matlab R2011b (http://www.mathworks.com). Thumbsplus 7 
(http://www.thumbsplus.com) was used for batch-wise image processing like color 
to grayscale conversion, cropping, resolution reduction and contrast enhancement. 
Because of the large file sizes, stitching and further image processing was performed 
on PCs with Windows 7 (64 bit) and 16GB RAM. 

Alignment, segmentation and visualization 
Amira version 5.4 (http://www.amira.com) was used for the 3D reconstruction 
process, consisting of alignment, segmentation and visualization (Soufan et al. 2003). 
Alignment of the stitched serial images was performed mainly automatically, but some 
manual adjustments were needed, especially in the cranial region of the embryos 
because the more or less round shape of the head was difficult to automatically align. 
The aligned 3D images were compared with the original images of the whole mount 
embryos and adjusted, if necessary.  

Segmentation or ‘labeling’ of the various embryonic structures in more than 
13.500 sections was accomplished by trained (bio-)medical students, under 
supervision of four experienced embryologists of our department. The labels of the 
various organ systems were mostly delineated by hand, with a Bamboo tablet and pen 
(http://www.wacom.com), based on the pictures of the serial sections. 
Segmentation was performed on the grey images in Amira, while the high-resolution 
full-color dataset was displayed on a second computer screen.  

Some structures, like parts of the coelomic cavity and the lumen of the neural 
tube, could be segmented by using a threshold, but over 95% of the tissues were 
delineated completely manually. Every student focused on a region (i.e. an organ or 
organ system with its constituent and adjacent tissues) of personal interest, which was 
then segmented in the different stages of development, using various labels depicting 
the different parts of the organ system. In this way, every embryo was segmented by 
each of the students according to their region of interest. An example of a segmented 
section is shown in Fig. 1C. From the segmented images, surface files were created, 
which are used for visualization in Amira. Because of the complexity and the file size, 
these surfaces were smoothed and simplified in Amira, without loss of necessary 
detail.
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Three-dimensional pdf’s 
The 3D reconstructions were exported from the Amira viewer into Adobe Acrobat 9 
Pro Extended (http://www.adobe.com) to create interactive 3D portable document 
format (pdf) files containing all reconstructed organ systems per stage (de Boer et al. 
2011). A 3D-pdf can be viewed with a recent version of Adobe Reader (freeware, 
http://www.adobe.com). The 3D-pdf enables the user to zoom in or out on a 
structure, to hide it or to show it transparently, it provides the user with a clear view 
of the embryo in 3D fashion, to obtain a better understanding of the relations between 
the various organs in the embryo. This technique has proved its usefulness in earlier 
publications of our department including Sizarov et al. (Sizarov, Ya, et al. 2011; 
Sizarov, Devalla, et al. 2011; Sizarov et al. 2012), de Boer et al. (de Boer et al. 2011) and 
van den Berg et al. (van den Berg et al. 2009; van den Berg and Moorman 2011). A 3D-
pdf of a stage 16 (37–42 days) embryo, specimen 6517, is included in the supplementary 
data. 

Results 

The 3D atlas encompasses 2 specimens of all stages between stage 7 (15–17 days) and 
stage 23 (56–60 days) and within those 34 specimens all organ systems are 
reconstructed. Examples of various embryos and organ systems are depicted in a series 
of figures, showing the range of possibilities of this atlas. In Fig. 1 the different stages 
of reconstructing are shown in a stage 8 (17–19 days) embryo. Due to the fixation and 
embedding the yolk sac was somewhat deformed, but the 3-laminar embryonic disc 
was perfectly preserved and the primitive streak and node were very clearly present 
in this specimen. In Fig. 2 a younger stage, a stage 7 (15–17 days) embryo, is shown, 
surrounded by its extra embryonic coelom and the trophoblast. The process of 
gastrulation was clearly ongoing. Note the presence of an exocoelomic cyst in the 
extra embryonic coelom, like described for example by Sadler and Larsen (Larsen 
1993; Sadler 2004).  

Fig. 3 shows an example of a reconstructed liver, its vessels, the gall bladder, 
the pancreas and the spleen in a stage 18 (44–48 days) embryo in various views. In Fig. 
3B the embryo along with its blood vessels, lungs and liver is shown in transparent 
fashion. In Fig. 4 reconstructions of the lungs and the intestinal tract are shown, with 
focus on the transparent lung mesenchyme and the mesentery around the gut, 
surrounded by the embryo itself, also transparent. The possibility to show transparent 
structures is of great value, as it provides a better understanding of the topographical 
relations within the embryo.  
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In Fig. 5 the vascular system of a stage 19 (48–51 days) embryo is labeled in 3D, 
showing the arteries and the veins, related to various organs like the heart, liver and 
neural tube. Note the amount of detail in the cranial plexus and the branches of the 
posterior cardinal vein. In Fig. 6 the skeleton of the same stage 19 is compared with 
the skeleton of a stage 20 (51–53 days) embryo. The axial skeleton with its 
intervertebral discs is the first part of the skeleton to develop in stage 14 (31–35 days) 
or 15 (35–38 days). The skeletal part of the upper limbs develops in stage 16 (37–42 
days) as mesenchymal compactions and the first sign of the lower limb skeleton 
follows in stage 17 (42–44 days). The detailed adult configuration of the skeletal parts 
of for example the wrists and the scapulae is striking in the stages 19 and 20, only 5–10 
days further in development compared to the mesenchymal compactions as seen in 
stage 17.  

In Fig. 7 the relations between different parts of the nervous system is shown. 
The different cranial nerves are individually labeled to clarify their relation to the 
various parts of the neural tube. The first sign of cranial nerve development (cranial 
nerves V, VII and VIII) starts in stage 11 (23–26 days) and gradually a complete set of 
cranial nerves develop, as shown in this figure. Also, the body nerves with their spinal 
ganglia and the sympathetic trunk are reconstructed. The developing brachial and 
lumbosacral plexus are clearly present in this stage. They start to develop in stage 14 
(brachial plexus) and stage 15 (lumbosacral plexus).  

A developmental series of reconstructions of the inner ear is given in Fig. 8, 
where the development from an otic vesicle into the almost adult anatomy of the inner 
ear with its endolymphatic sac/duct, the utricle with its semicircular ducts, the saccule 
and the cochlear duct. In stage 11 the otic pit rapidly invaginates from the ectoderm, 
from which it detaches as otic vesicle in stage 12. The endolymphatic duct is the first 
clearly distinguishable part developing from the otic vesicle in stage 16. In stage 17 the 
semicircular ducts are still completely merged with the utricle but from stage 18 
onward they are clearly visible as separate ducts. Also note the gradually curling 
aspect of the cochlea, which curled 1.5 times already in stage 23. In adults, the cochlea 
is curled 2.5 times (Netter 2006).  

In Fig. 9 another advantage of the 3D atlas is shown, namely the ability to 
create an observation window in an organ, to view the inner structures. In this figure, 
a stage 23 embryo is shown with a transparent green-colored neural tube, showing the 
internal ventricles and the central canal. In Fig. 9C an observation window in the left 
cerebral hemisphere permits visualization of the inner neuro-epithelial layer of the 
neural tube in green and the choroid plexus in red. Obviously, this can be done at any 
possible place, in all embryos and with every structure.  

Although our observations made during the process of reconstruction largely 
match the descriptions in the current literature, they differ in detail and several topics 
need further exploration as they seem significantly different from current knowledge, 
such as the development of the notochord, the pronephros and the pericardio-
peritoneal canals. These topics will be the subject of subsequent papers. 
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Discussion 

Carnegie Collection 
Although rarely attested, most specimens in the Carnegie Collection were probably 
obtained during hysterectomies or termination of extra-uterine gravidities, which 
explains their unmacerated, high-quality condition (Morgan 2004). Other embryos 
resulted from spontaneous abortions (miscarriage). Since these embryos bear a 
higher risk of congenital anomalies, they preferably were not used. However, of most 
embryos of the Carnegie Institution the information about the way they were obtained 
became lost over the years and our attempts to gain certainty about their origins was 
unfortunately in vain. Therefore, and because of the fact that genetic investigation of 
specimens of the Carnegie Collection is impossible, we can never be sure that these 
embryos have no inborn defects. To minimalize the possibility of congenital anomalies 
we chose to use two specimens per stage to compare them with each other and with 
the specimens in the adjacent stages.  
The embryo included in our series that was confirmatively obtained following a 
miscarriage is a stage 16 (37–42 days) embryo, which showed an expected degree of 
development when compared with the adjacent stages, and no discernable anomalies. 
We decided to include this particular embryo in our atlas because of its exquisite 
staining and because it was graded as ‘good’ by the staff of the Carnegie Collection. 
The fact that the embryo was cut coronal appeared to be an advantage. It was easier to 
align and many organs were beautifully depicted in the sections made in this plane. 

Embryos in earlier publications 
Many Carnegie Collection specimens have served as model for a variety of scientific 
drawings and further research (Morgan 2004). For example, the stage 13 (28–32 days) 
specimen 836, which also is used in this atlas, can be found in numerous publications. 
This specimen was obtained after a hysterectomy and Osborne O. Heard produced 
various 3D wax models based on serial sections of it (Morgan 2004). Based on these 
wax models, James F. Didusch made drawings like presented in Figs. 13-3 and 13-4 in 
O’Rahilly’s Developmental stages in Human Embryos, showing the vascular system of 
this embryo (Cork and Gasser 2002; Morgan 2004; Cork, Gasser, and al. 2002). The 
drawings appear to be very accurate considering their similarity with the 
reconstructed embryo in our atlas. In Fig. 10 a comparison is made between 
O’Rahilly’s Fig. 13–3 of specimen 836 and our reconstruction of this specific specimen. 
Other ‘famous’ embryos used in this atlas are stage 7 7802 (O'Rahilly and Müller 
1987), stage 10(09) 3709 (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987; de Vries and Saunders 1962; 
Davies 1927), stage 11 3644 (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987; de Vries and Saunders 1962), 
stage 16 6517 (Gasser 1975), stage 17 6520 (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987), stage 18 4430 
(O'Rahilly and Müller 1987) and 23 9226 (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987; O'Rahilly, 
Müller, and Meyer 1983; Müller, O'Rahilly, and Tucker 1981; Gardner and O'Rahilly 
1976). 
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Fig. 1. This figure displays the reconstruction process of a stage 8 (17–19 days) embryo, specimen 
8671. The bars indicate 500µm. A: A picture of the whole mount embryo and its extra embryonic 
structures partly situated within the extirpated uterus ("Human Developmental Anatomy Center. 
National Museum of Health and Medicine"  2012). B: A stained section of this embryo. C: The grey file 
as showed in the program Amira, containing the different manually and automatically (by using a 
threshold) labels of the various structures. D: This panel shows the different assigned labels, without a 
section as background, this forms the backbone for the reconstructions. E: A so called ‘surface cut’, 
showing a single section of the reconstruction. F: Projection of the reconstruction on the surface cut, 
creating a 3-dimensional volume. G: Lateral view of the complete reconstruction, showing the three 
germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm) between the transparent yolk sac and amniotic 
cavity. Note the presence of the allantois. H: Dorsal view of the embryo with the primitive node and 
streak embedded in the epiblast. 

Fig. 2. Reconstruction of a stage 7 (15–17 days) embryo, specimen 8752. This figure shows the 
embryo and its yolk sac, surrounded by the extra embryonic coelom and the trophoblast. 
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction of a stage 18 (44–48 days) embryo, specimen 6524, showing the liver, 
pancreas, gall bladder and spleen. The bars indicate 1mm. A: Picture of the whole mount embryo in a 
lateral view ("Human Developmental Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health and Medicine" 
2012). B: Latero-frontal view of a reconstruction of the embryo is shown in transparent fashion with its 
blood vessels, lungs and liver. C: Lateral view of the transparent embryo with its liver, gall bladder, 
pancreas and spleen. D: Frontal view of the liver, gall bladder, pancreas and spleen. E: The same view 
as in D, with a transparent liver, showing the liver vessels within the liver and the gall bladder, the 
pancreas and the spleen behind and below it. F: Detailed frontal view of the gall bladder, bile duct and 
the pancreas in this stage. 

Fig. 4. Reconstruction of lungs and intestinal tract with mesenteries of a stage 19 (48–51 days) 
embryo, specimen 2114. The bars indicate 2.5mm. A: Lateral view of the trunk of the transparent 
embryo, showing the lungs and the intestinal tract. The fact that the lung mesenchyme and the 
mesentery are shown transparently, enable the viewer to appreciate the relation of the lung lumen to its 
mesenchyme and that of the gut to its mesentery. B: Frontal view of the same reconstructions as in A. 
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Fig. 5. Reconstruction of the cardiovascular system of a stage 19 (48–51 days) embryo, specimen 2114. The bars indicate 2.5mm. 
A: A picture of the whole mount embryo in a lateral view ("Human Developmental Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health 
and Medicine"  2012). B: Lateral view of the transparent embryo showing the relation of the cardiovascular system to the liver and 
the neural tube, also transparently shown. 

Fig. 6. Reconstruction of the skeleton of a stage 19 (48–51 days) embryo, specimen 2114 and a stage 20 (51–53 days) 
embryo, specimen 462. A: A picture of the whole mount stage 19 embryo in a lateral view ("Human Developmental 
Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health and Medicine"  2012). B: Transparent view of the stage 19 embryo, showing 
the relation of the skeleton to the whole embryo. The intervertebral discs are depicted in blue. C: Frontal view of the 
skeleton of the stage 19 embryo. D: Detail of a cranial view on the left arm of the stage 19 embryo. Note the beginning of 
the acromion (arrow). E: A picture of the whole mount stage 20 embryo in a lateral view ("Human Developmental 
Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health and Medicine"  2012). F: Transparent view of the stage 20 embryo, showing 
the relation of the skeleton to the whole embryo. G: Frontal view of the skeleton of the stage 20 embryo. H: Detail of a 
cranial view on the left arm of the stage 20 embryo. Note the ‘adult’ configuration of the bones of the wrist.	
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Embryonic ages and stages 
The embryos used in this atlas are aged between stage 7 (15–17 days) and stage 23 (56–
60 days). The completeness of this collection is exceptional, especially since two 
embryos per stage are used, which enables us to compare the two specimens within 
each stage. For most stages, there appeared to be a slight age difference between the 
two. This is due to the classification system of 23 arbitrary stages in a period of 60 days, 
exclusively based on external features (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987; Streeter 1942). 
This means that there is an average of at least two to three days per stage and some 
stages even cover 6 days. Moreover, we observed that the development of individual 
organs did not always follow the same time line as one would expect based on the 
description for that stage. This intraembryonic heterochrony, which has been noticed 
previously (Oostra et al. 2007), adds to the arbitrarity of staging. In table 2 an 
overview of the development of the different organ systems compared with the stages 
is shown, as found in the 34 embryos included in this atlas.  

Fig. 7. Reconstruction of the central and peripheral nervous system of a stage 20 (51–53 days) embryo, 
specimen 462. A: A picture of the whole mount stage 20 embryo in a lateral view ("Human 
Developmental Anatomy Center. National Museum of Health and Medicine"  2012). B: Lateral view of the 
transparent embryo, showing the neural tube, spinal ganglia, the sympathetic trunk and the cranial and 
spinal nerves. C Close-up of the cranial region of this embryo showing the topography of the different 
cranial nerves and their connection to the various parts of the neural tube. 
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Other imaging techniques 
The resolution of Magnetic Resonance (MR), to image human embryos in a 
noninvasive way, unfortunately is still not detailed enough to meet the standards of 
histological sections (Yamada et al. 2012; Matsuda et al. 2003). Episcopic 
Fluorescence Image Capture (EFIC) is an interesting technique to create perfectly 
aligned reconstructions (Rosenthal et al. 2004; Weninger and Mohun 2002). 
However, because the penetration of fluorescence in the tissue decreases when the 
embryo becomes larger and thus older, this technique is only suitable for the younger 
ones. Yamada et al. imaged in 2010 various embryos between stage 13 (28 days) and 
stage 23 (56.5 days). They noticed that EFIC was problematic for embryos older then 
stage 18 (44 days) (Yamada et al. 2010).  

Unfortunately, histological sectioning has some disadvantages too. For example, 
shrinkage and difficulties in the alignment makes the reconstruction sometimes 
problematic. Therefore, when available, we used the whole mount pictures of the 
sections used, to compare the alignment with the embryo before it was sectioned. The 
fixation and staining of an embryo differs between the various embryos used in this 
atlas. This was not considered as a problem, partly because the manual annotation was 
performed on grey scaled images. The high resolution colored images of the sections 
were used separately as a reference. Sometimes the staining appeared to be very 
useful for specific structures. For example, in the case of stage 23, specimen 9226, the 
Azan staining depicted perfectly the skeletal structures. 

Fig. 8. Reconstructions of the development of the inner ear through Carnegie stages 12–23 (26–60 
days). This figure shows the development from an otic vesicle into the almost adult anatomy of the inner 
ear at stage 23 (56–60 days), with its endolymphatic duct, the semicircular ducts and the curled cochlear 
duct. 
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Fig. 9. Reconstruction of the central nervous system (CNS), ventricles and choroid plexus of a stage 23 
(56–60 days) embryo, specimen 9226. A: Lateral view of the transparent stage 23 embryo with a 
transparent green-colored neural tube showing the lumen of the neural tube, the ventricles and the central 
canal in grey. B: Frontal view of the same reconstruction as in A. C Frontal close-up of the transparent green-
colored neural tube and the lateral ventricles in grey. An observation-hole in the left cerebral hemisphere 
shows the inner neuro-epithelial layer of the neural tube in green and the choroid plexus in red. 

Fig. 10. Comparison of a reconstruction of a stage 13 (28–32 days) embryo, specimen 836 with 
O’Rahillys figures 13–3 (1987). The bars indicate 500μm. A: Drawing of the lateral view of a stage 13 
embryo based on Born reconstructions of this specimen, made by Osborne O’Heard under supervision 
of H.M. Evans, adapted from Fig. 13-3, O’Rahilly & Muller (1987) by Cork & Gasser in 2002 (Cork, 
Gasser, and al. 2002). B: Reconstruction of the same specimen, showing the striking similarities of the 
various structures. 
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Human embryology: simple text book knowledge? 
While reconstructing one literally has to decide where to “draw the line” tracing 
structures or organs. The outlines of most structures are very well defined and easy to 
segment but sometimes decisions were ambiguous. We tried to base our decisions on 
knowledge from various embryology books, but this method generally appeared to be 
insufficient, because most modern books only show schematic figures and rarely 
original sections. Also, the fact that many modern books are based on research with 
laboratory animals, made them often of less value as a source for research. Atlases, or 
books that were very valuable, appeared to be the classical ‘older’ ones (i.e. pre-
1980s), with a clear focus on human embryology (O'Rahilly and Müller 1987; Bailey 
and Miller 1921; Gasser 1975; Hamilton, Boyd, and Mossman 1972; Tuchmann-
Duplessis and Haegel 1974). Some ‘modern’ atlases focus on human embryology as 
well (Oostra et al. 2007; Cochard 2002; Blechschmidt 2004; Gray 2010).  
Despite the general opinion ‘the more recent the literature, the better’, it appeared 
that in human embryology the data in ‘older’ books matched much better with our 
human data compared to the ‘modern’ books, currently in favor in the (bio-) medical 
curricula.  

The fact that relatively inexperienced biomedical students assisted with 
reconstructing the organ systems had a positive outcome. The students were not yet 
biased with text book embryology and were open-minded while reconstructing, and 
challenged the expert embryologists to underscore their opinions. They were 
instructed to segment structures exactly as shown in the sections, with as exception 
tears and artifacts. Only afterwards their reconstructions were compared with the 
schemes and drawings in text books and atlases. This sometimes led to different 
views, which needed to be verified by a comparison with other embryos of the same 
stage and embryos of younger and older stages. This research is ongoing. 

Future plans 
Comparing data from this atlas with published literature and other atlases will be a 
major task for the upcoming years. We are currently exploring techniques to compare 
our findings with immunohistochemical analyses in human embryos from the Human 
Developmental Biology Resource database in Newcastle, United Kingdom and for 
genetic analysis we are using knock-out mice embryos, of similar stages as the human 
stages, which we will compare with wild type mice and sections and reconstructions 
from this atlas.  

We plan to finish the ‘rough’ version of this atlas in the summer of 2012. 
However, some data reduction and additional correcting and smoothing are needed 
to improve the interpretability and accessibility, while keeping the reliability. 
Currently we are exploring the possibilities to improve our data set, deploying tools 
that are used in the gaming world. 
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Table 2. Presence of the organs and organ systems in the various Carnegie 
stages 

+ = Organ (system) clearly present in both embryos of this stage 
(+) = Minimal first or last sign of this organ (system) or this organ (system) was only present in 
one of the two embryos of this stage 
* Extra embryonal vessels

Conclusion 

A 3D atlas is presented based on 34 serially sectioned human embryos, which 
comprises more than 13.500 manually annotated sections. The 3D models can be 
manipulated and virtually sectioned within a 3D-pdf. This is the first complete digital 
3D human embryology atlas of this size, based purely on histological sections, 
containing all developing organ systems. Publication of this material is currently in 
progress.  

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
CNS + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Yolk/Intestines + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Notochord  + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Vessels * + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Cavities + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Somites  + + + + + + + (+)
Heart (+) + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Lung  (+) + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Liver (+) + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Cr. nerves (+) + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Ear (+) + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Eye + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Urogenital + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Rathkes pouch (+) + + + + + + + + + + + 
Pancreas + + + + + + + + + + +
PNS + + + + + + + + + + +
Thyroid (+) + + + + + + + + + + 
Bilary tract + + + + + + + + + + 
Skeleton (+) + + + + + + + + +
Spleen (+) + + + + + + 
Vomeronasal 
organ 

(+) + + + + + + 

Pineal gland + + + + 
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